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Give us this dar our dallr bread.

IS THIS PETITION OBSOLETE FOR TODAY'S WORLD?
IS MAN TODAY SO SECURE THAT HE NO LONGER NEEDS
GOD'S DAILY BREAD?
"Even if today's man believes he can do away with insecurity, predict the
future, and shape everything according to his own will, he can do it only
by increasing his insecurity. We experience this daily with our technology.
The more men learn to determine the future and shape the world and the
more they make God's world into a world of men, they are also making
humanity as well as the life of every individual more dependent on un•
predictable factors, which the individual cannot possibly control anymore.
Man becomes dependent on powers whose control is in the hands of only
a few, and their failure endangers the lives of millions.
"Our insecurity does not decrease with progress; it actually increases to the
same extent that we must rely on men. The more technology advances,
the more man becomes a danger to himself. Is not the psalmist right when
he says, 'It is better to take refuge in the Lord than to put conftdence in
man' (Ps. 118:8)? And today we should add, 'or to put confidence In
technologyl'
"But God remains as He is. He watches over our days and our lives. He
gives us daily what we need when we do our work in His service. That is
why we may also lay ourselves to rest every day with thankful and hopeful
hearts. We may begin each new day in His name and thus in the knowledge
that it comes from Him and is protected in His hand. God leads us through
all our days."
Excerpts from A PRAYER FOR THE WORLD By Georg Vlcedom
A NEW bonk that reinterprets the Lord's Prayer as a prayer for mission
In today's world.
Looking for new ideas for a pulpit series? The insights you gain from
A Prayer for the World wlll help you plan an exciting sermon sari• on
the Lord's Prayer or minion.

Paperl,ound, 172 page1, 5~ XI, $2.95, Order No. 12U2271
Use endoNcl order card.
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The Conquest of Palestine
in the Light of Archaeology
PAUL

T

he first part of this article considers
those Palestinian tells that date roughly
between the latter pan of the 13th and the
11th century B. C. TI1e archaeological history of the pertinent sites is summarized by
major geographical area. After a second
part, briefly discussing the ceramic typology
of the period, the final section deals with
the hisrorical meaning of the evidence
cited, both ,per se and in relation to the
other types of evidence.
The last-mentioned relation is the conuoversial area that provides motivation for
this paper. The problem revolves around
the relation between the primary historical documents ( firsthand documents
and inscriptions), the secondary documents
(especially the Biblical records), and the
archaeological evidence. All agree that the
primary documents (critically evaluated)
are of the highest signi.6CU1ce for explicating both secondary documents and archaeP1111l W. u,pp sffllt1tl from 1961 lo 1965 IIS
tlir•elor of th• ]w.111'-m Sehool of 1h•
A.mmu,s Sehools of Orinllll Rt1s.11reh. ln
1965 he UMS 11ppoi11111tl ,proftmor of N1111r
&,,.,,,, histor, llflll 11rehMolog1 Ill 1h11 J•n,.
s.Z.m Sehool. Ht1 ""1 wrilun t11ClfflM•"1 ;,.
1h11 /i8U of Bibliul 11reh.t1olon 1111,l, ""1
,u tlinaor of snfflll """•ologiul
t1:t(Jt1tlilions itl ]orun. ln 1963 llflll 1966
• tlina.tl lh• Coneortlill-A.SOR A.rehMologiul B:t,p.tlilion lo Ttllltltld, . , , . 1"6 joitll
st,onsorship of 1htl ]mulllttm Sehool llflll IN
Sehool for Grlltl##lltl SltllWs of Coneortlid
s.m.,,.,,, SI. Lollis. This ,mid. eo"111ins ,,,.
s•bshme. of o"• of lh• ke111r•s h• tlaliflw.tl
a,, • nent lo,w of A.SOR sehools itl IN
u,,;,,,J, Sllllt1s.

,.,,.,,.,1

W.

I.APP

ological evidence (especially when they
are found in stratified deposits). The secondary documents can, in a sense, be considered stratified, although it must be remembered that a given "stratum" of literary
tradition can be transformed or recast by
a succeeding "stratum." Such recasting is
often more difficult to analyze than archaeological disturbances. The archaeological
strata are at times hopelessly mixed, at
times sharply defined. At present. it seems
fair to state that components of a mixed
archaeological context an be isolated and
dated more precisely than correspondingly
mixed literary components. The comparative typology of this period is such that it
has been vindicated by all recent finds of
primary documents in recognizable sttata
so that a fair-sized, homogeneous group
of artifacts from this age can be dated
within a period of less than half a century.
This is much greater precision than can be
claimed for comparative epigraphy at this
time.
The conuoversy is over the evaluation of
the archaeological material and its relation
to the Biblical conquest narratives. Professor Manin Noth bas given by far the
stronger weight to the literary evidence ( in
light of primary documents and his aitical
reconsuuction),1 and he places emphasis
on the precarious nature of anepigraphic
archaeological evidence. Professor William
Albright defends and illustrates the signifi1 M. Noth, Th•
His10,,
of lsr11•l, trans. Peter
Ackroyd, 2d ed. (New York: Harper &: !low,
1962), pp. 42-49, 82.
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caoce of anepigraphic evidence.2 His
method involves "dovetailing" the archaeological and literary evidence, which, he
feels, makes a more precise chronology possible.3 Noth's reaction to such an approach
is to assert that Palestinian archaeology has
not yet "entirely overcome the improper
search for direct Biblical connection." *
Albright does not slight the literary evidence, however. In fact, his principle of
accepting the authenticity of the literary
tradition in the absence of evidence to the
contrary 6 leads to a presentation of the
historical picture of the conquest era that
conserves as historical much more of the
literary traditions than the reconstruetion of
Noth,8 since the latter bases much of his
analysis on his aetiological and OrtsgabNnthnhail principles.7
Specific points of disagreement between
Noth and Albright on the evaluation of
the archaeological material about to be
ll W. P. Albright, Prom tb• Stan• Ag• lo
Cbristi11nu, (Gardea City: Doubleday, 19,7),
pp. 49--64.
a W. P. Albright, Arebnolog1 of P11l•slin11
(londoo, 1960), p. 117. Cf. K. Kenyon, Diggu,g Vt, J•ricbo (New York, 19,7), p. 2,8,

for a statement on the primacy of archaeological

evidence.

* Noth, p. 47.
II Cf. W. P.
Albright. "The Sons of Deborah
in the Light of Archaeology," B•ll•li• of tb•
A,,,.,;en School of Orin111l R•snrcb, 62
(April 1936), p. 26; Tb• Bibliul PmtHl (New
York: Haper & Row, 1963), p. 32 et passim.
• Por die presentation of Albright'• coasuucdoa, see G. B. Wright. Bibliul Arehll.alon
(Philadelphia, 19,7), Cbs. ,,....,..ii. Cf. W. P.
Albright, Th Bibliul PmOll, pp. 24-34. Por
Noth'• comrructioa, see die first part of bis

Tw Hisl0t1 of lsr-.
T Noth, pp. 72-73. Cf. W. P. Albright.
''The Isnelire Conquest of Canaan in die Light
of Alcbaeolo17," MSOR, 74 (April 1939),
pp. 124.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol38/iss1/32

reviewed are best re8ected by the following quotations.
Referring to Albright's attempt to relate
a number of 13th-century destructions of
Palestinian cities to the Israelites, Noth
says, "But so far there has been no absolutely certain evidence of this kind, and
such evidence is in fact hardly likely to
be found. For the Israelite uibes did not
acquire their territories by warlike conquest and the destruction of Canaanite
cities, but usually settled in hitherto unoccupied parts of the country." 8 After
stating that archaeological evidence for
these destructions should more probably
be attributed to the Sea Peoples, he continues, "If the beginnin~ of these setdements could be dated with archaeological
accuracy, that would belp to ascertain the
date of the occupation. But that is scarcely
possible.•.. The old sites which date [from
the beginning of the Iron Age 0] have usually disintegrated and their remains have
been scattered in the course of time and
have disappeared; all that has survived on
the old sites are miscellaneous relics, usually
without any ascertainable stratification •••
and this fact makes it impossible to date
the, for the most part scanty, remains at
all accura.tely. It follows that the beginning
of the Israelite setdement cannot be dated
any more exactly and definitely from an
archaeological point of view than from the
evidence of the literary ttadition. Hence
the matter must be left at a cautious defining of the period of the Ismelite occupation." 1D

a Noth, p. 82, and Noth'• foorooie 2. Noie
Noth'• comment in a. 2 asserting the aedological
origins of the conquest narratives in the finr
half of the Book of JosbUL
II Note my .revision of this rramladoo.
10 Noth, pp. 82-83.
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Albright's approach represents a more
positive evaluation of the archaeological
evidence. After presenting evidence for
relating a number of 13th-century destruction levels to the Israelites, Albright states
in opposition to Noth, "In view of the
foregoing considerations, which can easily
be extended and supplemented, there is no
doubt that the burden of proof is now
entirely on those scholars who still wish
t0 place the main phase of the Israelite
conquest of Palestine before the 13th century. . . . On the other hand, Professor
Noth's exueme scepticism toward the authenticity of the early Israelite hisrorical
tradition is opposed to analogy and is contradicted by the archaeological evidence:• 11
Albright has also written: "The progress
of excavation and of philological interpretation of inscriptions has made it absolutely certain, in the writer's judgment,
that the principal phase of the Conquest
must be dated in the second half of the
thirteenth century." 12 Again: "Exca.vations
show that there was only a short interval
between the destruction of such Can:ianite
rowns as Debir and Bethel, and their reoccupation by Israel. This means that the
Israelite invasion was not a characteristic
irruption of nomads, who continued to live
in tents for generations after their first invasion. Neither was the Israelite conquest
of Canaan a gradual infiluation, as often
insisted by modem scholars." 11
More recently Professor Mende.nhall has
a new element into the discussion
of the nature of the conquest. His view
may conveniently be summarized in the
following quotation. ''The fact is, and the
BlfSOR. 74, p. 23.
Th• Biblk.l Pttrioll, p. 27.
ta Ibid., pp. 3()-31.

11
11

285

present writer would regard it as a fact
though not every derail can be 'proven,'
that both the Amarna materials and the
biblical events represent politically the
same process: namely, the withdrawal, not
physically and geographically, but politically and subjectively, of large population
groups from any obligation to the existing
political regimes, and therefore, the renunciation of any protection from those
sources. In other words, there was no scatisticilly important invasion of Palestine
at the beginning of the twelve ttibe system
of Israel. n1ere was no radical displacement of population, there was no genocide,
there was no large scale driving out of
population, only of royal administrators
(of necessity!). In summary, there was no
real conquest of Palestine at all; what happened instead may be termed, from the
point of view of the secular historian interested only in socio-political processes,
a peasants' revolt against the network of
interlocking Canaanite city stares." H
With such divergent views in mind, let
us turn to the stratigraphic evidence.
I. THE STRATIGRAPHIC EVIDENCE
A. Tr1111sjo,dtm 11ntl th• ]ortl,m V .U.,.
Discussing the conclusions from his broad
topographical survey of Transjordan, Nelson Glueck says that there was a dip in
occupation of siteS "down to late Bronze
II when another period of heavy sedentary
occupation begins. Sedentary occupation
doesn't seem to have ceased altogether during the latter part of the Middle and besinning of late Brome, however." 11
H 'The Hebrew Conquest of Palestine,'" Bil,.
liul lfruJMOl01is1, 25 (1962), p. 73.
111 N. Glueck, ''Three hraeliie Towns in the

Jordan Valley: Zarethan, Sucmth, Zapboa,..
IMSOR, 90 (April 1943), p. 19.
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"During Iron Age I-II, there was an intensive and widespread building of fonified cities and open settlements both in
Transjordan and the Jordan Valley." 18
More recent topographical work especially
at the sites which are likely candidates for
identification with sites along the preconquest route indicates that, with the exception of Heshbon, none of these sites have
surface sherds until after the beginning of
the 12th century B. CP This applies also
to the site of Dhiban, where I am convinced that the sherds Professor Morton
wants to consider Late Bronze are aaually
from after the beginning of the 12th century. The publication of the earlier Dhiban
campaigns is of no help, since no 13thcentury pottery is published.18
This impression bas been strongly reinforced through the many hours spent
examining the sherds from Transjordan
sites gathered annually by the Lehrlmr1t1s
of the German Evangelical Institute. Gilead bas been subjected to a thorough and
systematic surface survey by gSiegfried
os
Mittmann, and an examination of nearly
all his material indicates that, except for
the Jordan valley and the extreme north,
settled occupation does not begin until
after 1200 B. C. Basically, Glueck's conclusion bas been confirmed by Mittmann's
investigations, which have identified "ein•
1a N. Glueck, '"Go, View the Land," BA.SOR,
122 (April 1951), p. 18.
1'1' A topographical examination of these
sica wu uadenaken by Professor Bernhard Andenoo, who kindlr consulted me on the dating
of the sherds. New lisht from Heshbon may be
npeaed when Professor Siegfried Hom begins
a:caftliom these Ibis spring.
11 P. V. Winnett and W. L Reed, "The ExcaftDODI at Dibon (Dbibln) in Moab," A.•,... of lh• A.•ffie"" Sd,ools of Orini.l R..
,-,,, 36-7 (1964).

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol38/iss1/32

e,stfll(,n/icha Me,1,ge
Ne11grii.11dtt11ge11.'' 10

f riiheise11zei1lichn

This evidence should not be used to
suggest that settlements in Edom and
Moab were not developing during the
13th century, for this would contrndia
literary evidence from Egypt.20 The evidence may be used to emphasize the
limited extent of these settlements and
perhaps even their camplike character before the twelfth century. Certainly it is
unwarranted to assume that the inhabimnts would not have bad strictly defined
borders if they were still largely seminomadic, :ind the account of the skirting
of Edom and Mo:ib in the Jase h:ilf of the
13th century is not at all incompatible
with the literary :ind :irchaeological evidence.21
Excavations at the neighboring Jordan
Valley sites of Tell cs-S:i'idiyeh :ind Deir
'Alfa are incomplete but already furnish
some interesting stratified evidence. At

10 Siegfried Mirtm:inn, Bcilriigo
ttnd T:Nr
orritorialgosehichto
otlSi
dos n
l,m sOsljord11nl11nd
(Tiibingen, 1966; unpublished), p. 224. Perer Parr h:is ex:imined much
similar mareri:il and h:is come ro rhe same
chronological conclusions.
!!Cl Recend)• summ:irized with new evidence
by K. A. Kirchen, '"Some New Lighr on the
Asiatic Wars of Rameses II," Jo•rnal of Hnl1·
lo&,
50 ( 1964) , pp. 47- 70. Cf.
tiai, Ar,h11oo
also now his Andon, Orion, 11Rtl
T esta
Old
m•nl
(Chicaso, 1966), pp. 57-75, which provides a
fuller discussion of rhis problem and rhe problem of the conquest in general.
l!1 Certain details of the narrative should not
be piessed. For eumple, the ieference ro the
kiq of Edom is probably
anachronism
an
in
light of Ex.15:15 and even Gen. 36:31-39.
Cf. ]. R. Barden, ''The Ec:lomire King-list of
Genesis XXVI. 31-39 and 1 Chron. I. 43-50,"
Jo•mal of Th,olo,iul S1•dks, 16 (1965), p.
313. The late 13th-century dare of rhe Conquest
is aow almost universally held and is nor defended heie. Cf. most .reccndy Kirchen, p. 70.
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Sa'idiyeh, where the stratigraphy is as yet
unclear, it appears that a large and rich
cemetery ceased to be used in the 12th
century B. C.22 At Deir 'Alla, as reported
by H.J. Franken, after the massive destruction at the end of the Late Bronze age "and
long before the ruins had been levelled
down b)• erosion, the site was occupied by
what seems to have been a semi-nomadic
tribe. These people dug deep pits almost
everywhere, sometimes t0 a depth of almost
2 m. - a circumstance which makes archaeological work in these levels rather
difficult. It was these people who camped
against the surviving LB walls, and when
a stock of their fuel seems accidentally to
have caught on fire, these wall stumps were
burned right through." 23 Of special imporrnnce is the discovery of a faience vase
with the cartouche of the Egyptian Queen
Tausert, which dates this Late Bronze destruction between 1214 and 1194.2 " It is
only above the camping debris that layers
containing Philistine pottery occur. The
stratigraphic evidence fits the sequence:
Canaanites, Israelites, Sea People.
B. No,1hen1 Palesline. The only excavated site north of the Valley of Jezreel
with peninent stratigraphy is Hazor. Here,
tO quote Ya.din, "when we dug further we
discovered below it [Saarum XI, a preSolomonic stratum with a pagan Israelite
shrine] yet an earlier Israelite settlement
(Stratum XII), the very first on the site of
22 J. B. Pritchard, "A Cosmopoliran Culture
of the Lare Bronze Age," Bxp.,J,i1io11, 7 ( 1965),

pp. 2C-33.
23 H. J. Franken, ''Excavations at Deir 'Alla,
Season 1964," Vitl#S T.st11111•11,.,,., 14 (1964),
pp. 418f.
Ibid., 11 (1961), PI. 5; 12 (1962), pp.
4641f.; 14, p. 219.

2,

287

the destroyed Canaanite city. This bore all
the marks of a very poor settlement, poorer
even than its successor, and can best be
described as the temporary dwelling of a
seminomadic people. Its only remains consisted of rubble foundations of tents and
huts, numerous silos dug into the earth for
the storage of pottery and grain and crude
ovens sometimes made of disused store jars.
This establishes the significant point that
after the Israelite destruction of Canaanite
Hazor, the city was not reconstructed as
a solid fortified town until the time of
Solomon. . . . [This] seems to me t0 indicate that the contemporary Israelite settlements found in Galilee belong t0 the 'postconqucst' period and were noc the result
of a peaceful infiltration prior t0 the conquest as some scholars hold." 211 This evidence came from Area B in the last season.
In the same season in Area A there were
also remains of Stratum XII of the same
character, but no remains of Stratum XI
were found, probably because of the limited size of this settlement. Digging in
other areas in previous campaigns showed
that these strata did not cover the mound
and were limited tO the southern summit.
The occupation after the destruction of
Late Bronze Hazor is strikingly similar t0
that at Deir 'Alla.
In the Valley of Jezreel three strategic
sites have been extensively excavated. The
Egyptian fortress of Beth-sban was excavated for 10 seasons, but unfonunately the
resulting publicatioos need much chronological reinterpretation, and adequate desaiption of the stratigraphy is lacking.
Stratum VI (Sethos I) consists of two
23 Y. Yadio, 'The Fourth Season of l!sca,ration at H:azor," pp. 13f. Cf. ]. Gny, ''Hazor,"
16 (1966>, pp. 47-52.

v.,., r.,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,
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phases 28 and bas been dated by Albright
mosdy to the 12th century B.C.27 Wright
suggests that this stratum is the result of
the rebuilding of Rameses Ill c:irly in the
12th century. The site then fell into disuse
about the end of his reign.28 Stratum V
represents occupation of the 11th century
probably to the time of Solomon.211 The
Jack of Philistine pottery lc:ids \Vright to
suggest that in this period the city was
rebuilt by d1e Canaanites and taken over
by the Philistines just before the time of
Saul.30 Because of the inadequate publication, however, about all we can say on the
basis of the archaeological evidence is that
there was an Egyptian-dominated occupation of Beth-shan in the middle quarters
of the 12th century 31 and an occupation
in the 11th century, perhaps under local
Canaanite rule.32
Megiddo, one of the largest tells in
Palestine, was the scene of ambitious excavations by the University of Chicago.
The attempt to excavate the entire mound
stratum by stratum was abandoned when
A. llowc, B,1h-sh11t1 I ( Philadelphia,
1930), p. 30.
:n T,U Bnl Mirsi• II {AASOR, 17; New
Haven, 1938), p. 77.
28 Bil,li&tll An,,,,.olon, PP. 94f.
21 G. B. Wrishr, "Archaeological Obscrvaciom on the Period of the Judges and the Early
Monarchy," Jo.,,,11l of Billliul Lilnllltln, 60
(1941), p. 34. Cf. n. 25.
IO Bilniul Arehaoloa,
98. p.
11 Bs,pdan domination i1 indicated by the
disc:ovuy of a mme of Ramese■ III {B,1h-s6n
I, pp. 36, 38; lhlh-sb.a II, Part I, p. 29), brick■
Dmped wkh the mark of lwnaes Ill (ibid.,
p. 2), and an imcribed doorjamb attributed m
rbe period of llamaes III {ibid., p. 18).
U Indicated by rbe abundance of Canaanite
cult objecu, ■anauaria, and ■hrina. Cf. ibid.,
chi. iii--,,ri.
28

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol38/iss1/32

funds fell shorr, and the final publication
left much to be desired.33 Subsequent study
h:as resulted in proposals for changes in
designations of stratification and chronology by Wright,3• numerous and at times
lluctuating observations of Albright,311 and
a comprehensive reworking of the Iron
age materials is promised by Gus Van
Beek.30 This history of the period of the
conquest comes from Strata Vll-V, which
can be constructed somewhat as follows.
Stratum Vllb was destroyed about 1200
B. C.37 Stratum VIia occupied the tell
for the next half-century, utilizing the same
architectural outlines.38 Then occurs an occupational gap followed by inferior constructions with entirely different orientation in Vlb, which occupied the tell,
together with the closely related phase
Vla, from the end of the 12th century to
the mid-11th century so or second half of
the 11th century.40 There is another complete shift in architectural orientation, and
construaion is much poorer in Stratum V,
83 Cf. G. B. Wright'• review in the Amme11•
Jo•rntll of Areh11Colog1, 53 ( 1949), pp. 55 to
60.
M Ibid., p. 60.
SG BASOR, 62, pp. 26-31; 68, pp. 22-26;
74, pp. 11-23; 78, pp. 7-9; 150, pp. 21-25.
311 ''The Date of Tell Atu Huwan, Stramm
III," BASOR, 138 (April 1955), p. 37, n. 7.
87 G. loud, M•gidtlo II (Chicago, 1948),
p. 29. The precise dare hu yet m be determined.
Cf. n. 32 for darn.
38 This stratum is dated
bronze
by the
base
of a statue of Ramese1 VI 1D about 1140 B. C.
{M,gitltlo II, pp. 135ff.) and a pencue of
Ramese■ III {cf. BASOR, 78, pp. 7-9).
n M,gitltlo II, p. 114.
,o Cf. G. B. Wright, '"The Archaeolo11 of
Palestine," in Th, Bibi. IIIUl 1b, A11dn1 N Bllsl {Garden City: Doubleday, 1961), p. 97,

Chart 8.
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which continues into the period of the
United Monarchy.n One problem in the
dating of the Megiddo strata is the presence of a few Philistine sherds in Stratum
Vll.42 If not intrusive, it might be suggested that they could have been imports
from Cyprus, where Philistine ware begins
to appear about 1225 B. C.'8 Wright,
however, maintains that they belong to the
second half of the 12th century..- Albright
has shifted his opinion to agree with the
excavators that the entire period is nonIsraelite.":; Just who occupied the tell in
declining Strata VI and V is still enigmatic,40 though Wright and Mazar would
claim that Vb is Davidic and Israelite.41
At Taanach the Concordia/ ASOR excavations have revealed that substantial areas
of the site were not intensely occupied in
the last ccnn1ries of the second millennium.
There was some resurgence of occupation
at the beginning of the 12th century,
which continued probably through the
third quarter of that century, when three
important and widely separated buildings
were m:assively destroyed. After this no
occupation has so far been discovered that
41

Af•1idtlo 11, p. 45.

G. M. Shipton, Not.s 011 th• M•1itltlo
Pollff'J of S1r11111 YI-XX (Chicqo, 1938),
42

pp. 5f.
41 Albright, ArdJ.olon of P.J.11i11•, pp.
114f.
" This and other views of Wright were
preparakindly communicated to me durins
tion of a 1eminar the
paper on
Conquest ill
1958.
411 Af'UJMOlon of P.J.slit,•, p. 120. Cf.
BA.SOR, 78, pp. 7-9.
411 Albright mnrinues to a,mpare these
phases with Isnelite occupation ID the 1011th.
AnllMolon of P.uslit,•, p. 119.
n.42.

"Cf.
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is dearly datable before the late 11th
century.•8
In the North, then, Hazor, Megiddo, and
Beth-shan suffered some form of destruction about 1200 B. C. Megiddo and Bethshan recover but enter a period of decline,
while Hazor becomes a scantily occupied
cunpsite. At Taanach the late Bronze tradition continues to the late 12th century
and is then violently cut off.
C. Ce111r11l P11leslinc. A map showing
excavated sites of Ephraim and Manasseh
with significant Iron I stratigraphy would
contain only the sites of Shechem and
Shiloh. At Shechem, excavation in the
East Gate area has shown that the late
Bronze fonification system was not destroyed but was slightly renovated in
Iron I. A series of late Bronze through
Iron I Boors shows a separation but no
destruction between the periods.41 The
Iron I phase ceases apparently by the early
11th century.110 At Shiloh no late Bronze
occupation was discovered, but there is
evidence for occupation from the 12th to
early 11th centuries.111 At both sites there
were substantial excavated areas in which
late Bronze and Iron I occupation never
existed or had been completely cleared
away. This agrees with the scanty late
Bronze and Iron I finds at Tell el-Par'ah
(N).112
48 P. W. I.app, "Tbe 1963 lmaftrioa at
Ta'annek," BJfSOR, 173 (February 1964), p..8.
the
tD G. B. Wright, ''Tbe Second Campaip at
Tell Balacah," BJfSOR, 148 (December 19,7),
pp.22 f.
IO Ibid.
111 BA.SOR, 9, pp. 10-11; BJfSOR, 3,, pp. 4
to ,: Jolmltll of lh• P.usliN Onnltll SO&N'1,
10, p. 95; Ai,, Shnas V, p. 12.
n 1l. de Vam:, "I.es RC10nde campqae
de
!ouil1es l Tell el-Par'■h, pm Naplcnue," R..,..
~ . '5 (1948), p. 571.
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D. Sonlhem Paleslinc. From Shiloh we
turn immedi:uely to the south to the neighboring sites of Ai and Bethel. At Ai we
find an occup.'ltion in d1e 12d1 and early
11th cenruries (Callaway says 1200 to
1000), after the site bad been abandoned
in Early Bronze times. Callaway reports
of the 1964 campaign that "the village appears from present evidence to have been
unfoni6ed, and occupation seems to have
been interrupted by periodic abandonment,
not violent destruction. Nothing in the
present C\•idence warmnts an identification
of the village with the city of 'Ai captured
by Joshua." 53
Bethel was violently destroyed in the
13th century B. C. Contmry to the excavation report that dates this destruction in
the "first half" of the 13th cenrury,1"
I would suggest that Bethel was destroyed
in the last half of that century. The site
shows evidence of at least two more destruaions in the three phases of occupation belonging to the 12th and 11th
centuries.1111 It is hoped that the .final
publication will date these phases more
pm:isely and explain why these phases
contained Philistine ware only in the 1934
campaign. The complete break between
~e late Bronze and Iron I phases in the
Ill J. A. Calla"•ay,
1964
'The
'Ai (et-Tell)
Exc:avations," BASOR, 178, (April 1965), pp.
27 f. For a pioposcd solution to the divergence

between literary and archaeologic:al evidence, see

Albrisht's Th• Biblit:11l PniOtl, p. 29, with n. 60.
M W. P. AlbriJht, "Observations oa the
Bethel Report," BASOR, 57 (February 1935),
p. 30. Cf. W. P. Albrisht, ''The Kyle Memorial
Exc:avation at Bethel," BASOR, 56 (December
1934), p. 9. Noa: Albrisht'• own modific:ation
to "at some time in the thirteenth century B. C."
in Pn,• lh• Sto•• A1• lo ChrislNlfffl1, p. 278.
DI W. P. Albrisbt, ''The Pint Month of Ex-

•

uvation at Bethel," BASOR, 55 (October 1934),
p. 24. Cf. BASOR, 56, p. 12; 137, p. 7.
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building plans should be noted, as well as
the fact that in the three Iron I phases the
masonry gets progressively worse.Go
Further south is Tell en-Nasbeh, probably Biblic:il Mizpah. Here is found a gap
in occupation of a millennium and a half
before the beginning of Iron I.G7 The occupation, however, was not extensive and
probably unfortified, although it is proved
to have existed in d1e 11th century by
a quantity of Philistine sherds.08
El-Jib is a soud1ern neighbor of Tell
en-Nasbeh. TI1e University of Pennsylvania Museum excavations have found
conclusive evidence to support the link
between the modern name and Biblical
Gibeon. Wine jars were found with handles bearing the inscription Gibeon, together with a funnel whid1 showed they
had been filled at the site. The excavaror
claims not to have found evidence of late
Brome occupation on the mound, but
seven tombs used in the Late Bronze period were discovered. Gibeon was a large
and well-fortified Iron I town. If there
were in fact no Late Bronze occupation
of the mound, it would be difficult to associate the Gibeonites of the Conquest account with the site. Since only a. tiny
fmaion of the mound was excavated, since
surface sherds of the late Bronze ll period
have been picked up on the surface of
the mound, and since there are tombs of
the period, it seems quite likdy that there
was a late Bronze occupation. Because of
the inadequate methods employed in the
excavation and publication, the possibility
that the Iron I fortifications may have
11G

BASOR, 56, pp. 9-11.

117

C. C. McCown, T•ll n-N111n6 I (Berke-

ley, 1947), p. 60.
Ill

Ibid., pp. 180, 186; BASOR., 49, p. 17.
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been founded in the 13th century cannot

be ruled out.GD
At Tell el-Ful, Gibeah of Saul, a salvage
campaign was conduaed in 1964, following upon Albright's excavations of 1922
and 1933. Here the earliest substantial
occupation, with which no structures are
associated, belongs to the first half of the
12th century. Afte,: this, the site was
ab:indoned until die time of Saul.00
A small sounding north of Kbirbet
Mefjar h:is unearthed sherds suggesting
that Gilgal was in the vicinity,61 but at
Jericho there is absolutely no evidence of
occupation afte,: the 14th century B. C.,
according to Miss Kathleen Kenyoq.62
This need not be an obstacle to its identification with the site of Joshua's conquest,
for a tell abandoned in the early Iron age
must inevitably have suffered considerable
erosion in three millennia. This is an
especially strong possibility where the tell
is almost entirely a mudbrick site located
in an area that receives occasional heavy
rains. In fact, most of Middle and I.ate
GO

tion

For the excavator's a,ntrastiog intcipreta•

see J. B. Pritchard, "Culture and History,"
in The Bible ;,. Moderr1 Seho/,nship (Nashville,
1965), pp. 318-19. For references ro n:cavation publications and an incisive critique of
Prirchard's archaeological work see lL de Vam:'s
review of the last volume of his final Gibeon
D,/ns.s, ""' So•,ulir111
publication,
t11 Gibnr1, in
BiblitJ••• 73 (1966), pp.

w;,.,,,,

130-35.

R•11••

oo Paul W. Lapp, 'Tell el-Fill," Bil,liul Areh,,eolo1is1, 28 ( 1965), pp. 2---4. Cf. W. P.
Albript, "'Excavations and llesul11 at Tell elFul (Gibeah of Saul)," ,lf,,,...J of th• A,runu• Sebools o/ Orint.l R.s.-eb, 4 (1924),
pp. 45--48; BASOR, 56, p. 7.
Gl J. Muilenbur& "The Site of Ancient Gilpl,'" IMSOR, 140 (December 19"), pp. 11
ro 27. Other possible idearificatioas are noted.
02 Ken70n, Di,iir11 U,p Jnkbo, pp. 261 f.
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Bronze Jericho was eroded away before
the arrival of modern excivators.
From the new excivations at Gezer
Ernest Wright reports: "Strata 3 and 4
in this area are Philistine, from the time
of the Philistine control of this Canaanite
city-state. Stratum 4 is clearly from the
earliest part of the Philistine period and
dates from the second half of the 12th
century B. C. in all prob:ibility. Stratum S
is transitional between the 13th and 12th
centuries, while Stratum 6 belongs earlier
in the LB age." 03 Too little h:is been
excivated to characterize the occupations
yet, but there does appear to be pre-Philistine Iron I occupation.
South of Gezer are two sites to be mentioned in passing for their Iron I occupations, Eltekeh and Zorah, the former having
been unoccupied in the Bronze age.°'
Smith of Zorah is Beth-shemesh, where
significant I.ate Bronze and Iron I occupations occur. The Bronze age ends with a
violent destruction of Stratum IVb. Stratum m of the 12th-11th century is
characterized by Philistine pottery, one
building phase without adequate fortification, a decline in prosperity compared with
the I.ate Bronze era, and prob:ibly a decline
in population.GIi It was destroyed violently
in the second half of the 11th century.•
Two silos with sherds comparable to those
of Tell Beit Mirsim B1 should also be
noted in Stratum IVb." They probably

oa G. B. Wrisht, "Hebrew Union College
Biblical and Archaeological School Newsletter
No. 3," (Mimeosrapbed; May 1965), p. 4.
BASOR, 15, p. 8; 16, p. 4.
GIi B. Grant and G. B. Wript, Ai• Sbnu V
(Haverford, 1939), pp. 7, 11, 23, 51.
GG Ibid., p. 12.
GT Ibid., p. 10.

°'
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belong co the period between the I.ate
Bronze desuuaion and the Philistine
suaca, but there is some uncertainty be-

cause excavation was not carried on
suatigraphiatlly.
Malhah, a site between two aod three
miles southwest of Jerus:alem, with pottery
exclusively from the 11th century,08 can be
noted before we proceed south to Beth-zur.
At the latter there is no evidence for occupation at the end of the I.ate Bronze age,
but there is evidence of settlement from
the late 13th or early 12th century, which
was destroyed in the latter part of the 11th
century.GO Philistine wa.re was sparse, and
no traee of walls for Iron I was found.
A reuse of I.ate Bronze fortifications is
doubtful.TO
Southwest of Bcth-zur is Tell Beit Mirsun, probably Debir or Kiriathsephcr.
where Albright conduaed a series of campaigns that have produced most significant
results for Palestinian a.rchaeology. The
identifications of the sites here mentioned,
as well as the darings of stratification, rest
largely on the pioneering work in pottery
chronology in the definitive publications of
Tell Beit Mirsim. The stratification here
showed that the late Bronze era (Stratum C) ended in a general destruction
tOWUd the end of the 13th century. Immediate reoccupation is indicated by houses
built in the destruction ashes.Tl This .teOC•

cupation (Stmtum B) is characterized by
a rather small number of houses scattered
over the tell without fortification.T2 The
first of the two phases of this occupation
(dating respectively about 1220-1150
and 1150-1000) from the Judges' era is
characterized by the absence of Philistine
pottery, the second by its occurrence.Ta
A localized destruction is noted about the
middle of the 11th century.74 It should be
noted that the relative daring of these
strata was based on die pottery taken from
clearly defined strata or loci, but the absolute dating is the result of applying to the
relative dates information taken from hisrorical records and Biblical documents. At
this sire Albright was the fuse to delineate
the sequence of I.ate Bronze destruction,
poor reoccupation, and Philistine layers
and to relate d1is sequence to d1e succession: Canaanites, Israelites, and Philistines.
Albright notes two sites near Tell Beit
Mirsim with Iron I pottery, Tell 'Eitun
and Tell el-Khuweilifeh, the former having no evidence of I.ate Bronze occupation.TD
Northwest of Tell Beit Mirsim is
I.achish, another city completely destroyed
at the end of the I.ate Bronze age. The
dating of this destruction is to be related
to three bowls iosaibed with hieratic characters, one of which mentions the fourth

n Ibid., pp. 1, 10 f.
• BASOR, 10, p. 2.
• O. 1L Sellen and W. P'. Albriaht. 'Tbe
F"mt Campaip of &cavadoa at Betb-zur,"
BifSOR, 43 (Ocmbcr 1931), pp. 5. 7.
TO Ibid., p. 7. 1L W. Fwak ia 'Tbe 1957
Campaip at Beth•Zlll'," BASOR, 150 (April
1958), p. 12, maem a rcme of Middle Brome
ford&catiom, but chis is dubious.
n w. P. Aibriaht.
Ba1 Mirn m
(.USOR, 21-22; New Haven, 1943), pp. 10 f.

r.u
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W. F. Albright, T•U Ba, Mirsi• I B
(AASOR, 13; New Haven, 1933), pp. 61-63.
Noie that rhe pie-Philistine
represented
phase is
primarilJ by ceramic groups from silos. Two
bomogeacous silo groups are published, and m
orhen are reported. Cf. W. P'. Albright, T.U
Ba, Mirsi• 1 (AASOR 12; New Haven, 1932),
pp. 58-61.
H T.il Bal Mira 111, p. 10.
n
a.;, Mirn• 11, pp. 2 f.
Tl

r.u
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year of an Egyptian monarch. Albright
points out that this makes about 1220 B. C
the earliest possible date for the destruction, that is, the fourth year of Marnipta.h,
although a later date is conceivable.T8
Ltlchish 11 11 mentions Albright's date and
a date about a quarter of a century later
as possibilities, preferring the earlier date
because of pottery evidence. Ltlchish W TB
says that the evidence is not strong enough
to exclude either possibility, although a
note from Professor Cerny prefers the date
in Mnrniptah's reign for the hieratic inscr1pt1ons. Following the destruaioo,
I.achish is abnndoned during the period of
the Judges.
The enrly excavations at Tell es-S:ifi
(at the western opening of the Valley of
Elah and perhnps to be identified with
Libnnh) may indicate that this site was
occupied in the period of the Judges.TO
The Petrie and Bliss cxcnvations during
the 1890s at Tell el-Hesi (Biblical Eglon)
give stronger evidence for a destruction
at the end of the I.ate Bronze age followed
by a gap in occupation during most of
the period of the Judges.80
TO Albright, Prom 1h11 Sto1111 .tf111 lo Chns1i11nil:,, p. 2 5'.
T7 O. Tufnell "' .J., uchish 11 (London,
1940), T11,c11 pp. 22 f.
TB Ibid., pp. 36, 133.
TO P. J. Bliss and lL A. S. Macaliner, B:tt•
11111io11s ;,. P11l1111i,,11 D•ri•1 1h11 Y1111,s 1898 lo
1900 (London, 1902), p. 35. Cf• .tf.tfSOR, 4,
p.16.
80 P. J. Bliss, Montl of M11111 Chiu (London, 1894), pp. 64, 66-70, 88. P. Petrie, T11ll
11l H11s, (l.Mhish) (London, 1891), pp. 16-19.
Cf. T11ll Bllil Mi,sim l, p. 55; Albright, .tfrehMolo11 of Plll111ti1111, p. 100; B.tfSOR, 15, p. 7;
17, p. 8; G. E. Wrisht, ''The Li1eruy and His10ric:al
of Joshua 10 and Jud&a 1,"
Problem
Jo,,,,,.J of N- '&ul.,. s,u;.,, 5 (1946),
p. 111.
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A number of generalizations may be
made from the "Judean" excavations. (1)
Many of these sites are newly occupied in
the Iron I period or are occupied again
after a. gap in occupation for centuries.
(2) Those sites that give evidence of Late
Bronze occupation are all violently desuoyed, most of them certainly in the last
half of the 13th century. Liboah, Tell
el-Far'ah, and Tell Jemmeh, however,
should be considered with the coastal cities.
( 3) Some places were not reoccupied in
the Iron period, but most sites appear to
have been immediately reoccupied, either
intensively or rather sparsely. ( 4) The
reoccupation is characterized by an inferior
form of m:isonry and lack of any adequate
fortification. ( S) The period of the Judges
is marked by cultural decline at a number
of these tells. ( G) More than one phase
of occupation in this period indicaces a
lack of political stability. ( 7) There seems
co be evidence of destruction at a number
of sites near the middle of the 11th century.
B. The Pttkstinian COtlSI. The sires to
be considered from south to north are
Tell el-Par'ah (S), Tell Jemmeh, Ascaloo,
Ashdod, Tell Qasile (at modern Tel Aviv),
Aphek, Dor, and Tell Abu Hawam.
Tell el-Par'ah (Sharuheo) displays a
break between about 1170--60 B. C, after
which Philistine pottery begins to appear.81 Tell Jemmeh provides evidence for
an interval between the disappearance of
Mycenaean ware from Greece and the ina:oduction of Philistine pottery comparable to that of Tell Beit Minim Stratum Bs
in its levels 176-183.12 At Ascalon a con81 T.U B11il Mi,si• 11, pp. 94 f. P. Pecde,
S.1h-,.J.1 II (London, 1930), pp. 38 f.
a T.U Bllil Mirsi• l, pp. 55, 72 ff.
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tinuous burned level separates the stratum
containing Myceo:aean and
cian sherds
from that containing Philistine
poneiy.ss
While detailed publications of the results of the .Ashdod excavation have not
yet appeared, a preliminary report suggests
that there was a major desuuaion at the
end of the late Bron:ze age. This was followed by two pre-Philistine Iron I layers.
Superimposed on these were six layers containing Philistine pottery.M This looks like
the familiar stratigraphic sequence, first
delimited at Tell Beit Mirsim, in Philistia
itself, but judgment must be reserved at
present.
.Aphek gives evidence of being a prosperous Philistine rowo.811 Dor begins its
history in the 12th century B. C.80 Occupation of Tell Qasile begins with Strata XII
and XI from the Philistine period from
the end of the 12th to near the end of the
11th century.87 Smtum XII and probably
Smtum XI ended in desuuction.88 Stratum XII was charaaeriz.ed by widely scattered occupation, but XI bad substantial
buildings.
A discussion of the datings of Tell .Abu
Hawam • has led to the acceptance of
Maislers (Maza.r's) reconstruction with
81

BASOR, 6, p. 15. T,ll Bnt J',f;,s;,,. 1,

p. 54.
N J. L Swauser, "Archaeological Newsleaer
No. 33" (Mimeographed; Januuy 1966), p. 2.
811 BASOR, 11, p.17.
88 BASOR, 11, p. 10.
11 lsr•l Bxt,lorlll#nl ]01m1.l, I (1951), pp.
68, 73, 126-28.
88 Ibid., pp. 73, 130.
• L W. Hamilton, "&a:ntiom at Tell
Abu Hawam," Q-,.,Z, of 11M
of
A.fllipil;.1 ;,, PJ.lliu, 4 (1934), pp.1-69.
Cf. T.U Bal Mw,- Ul, p. 6; BA.SOR, 124, pp.
121-29; 130, pp. 22-26; 138, pp. 34--38.

D.,_,•..,
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certainCypro-Phoenirev151oos. The discussion is complicated by the dating of Cypriot pottery
(mainly from tombs) both used to date
and dated by Palestinian strata. This matter is not yet finally settled. Stratum V
seems to have been destroyed about 1180
D. C., to be followed immediately by Stratum !Vb, wbich was completely destroyed
about 1150. There is a gap in occupation
until about 1050, when Stratum IVa begins and continues into the period of the
United Monarchy.00 Neither Qasile nor
.Abu Hawam were surrounded by walls in
the Judges' period.01 Tell Abu Hawam
!Va showed systematic settlement, but the
IVb occupation was sparse.02
In summary, it can be said that the I.ate
Bron:ze-lron I division is marked by the
destruaion of late Bron:ze sites and their
reestablishment in Iron I, as well as by the
occupation of new sites in Iron I. Destructions occurred frequendy in the period,
two of them near the third quarter of the
11th century in the towns excavated. The
source of the new culture in these sires can
be implied from the new pottery. (See
below.)
II. THB TYPOLOGICAL EVIDBNCB

.Any viable typology must have a stratigraphic base. Otherwise it is little more
than stylistic speculation. It also seems
methodologically sound to stress that any
historical meaning attributed to stylistic
changes and developments must be mediated through the stratigraphic cooteXt.
It is a commonly accepted canon in Palestinian archaeology that the only pottery
that can be properly assisned to a specific
IIO
11
12

BA.SOR, 124, p. 25; 138, p. 38.
BASOR, 124, p. 23.
QDA.P, r, p. 67.
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group is Philistine ware ( but see n. 97).
This is further reinforced by the obserw.tion that the ceramic forms that bear the
exotic Philistine painted motifs are part of
the common typological development in
Iron Age I. In other words, when the Philistines arrived, they accepted the local ceramic tmdition, merely adding decorative
motifs that were especially dear to them.
The basis for these observations is the
fact that any brood genemlizations about
dmstic stylistic or other typological shifts
from period to period tend to be largely
unfounded. It has proved unfortunate that
Palestinian archaeologists have tended to
overstate the ase about the differences
between Ca.lcholithic and Early Bronze,
Early Bronze and Intermediate Bronze,
I.ate Bronze and Iron I pottery. A striking
illustration of the tenacity of certain forms
is illustmted by the commonly atlled Tell
el-Yahudiyeh juglet form, an exquisite
juglet chamcterized by white-filled incised
decomtion. This form is characteristic of
the Middle Bronze age, but recently we
have found examples of the same form
with the same decoration at Bab edh-Dhra'
in contexts over a half-millennium earlier
than the era in which this form was
thought to have first appeared. This form
has persisted through seveml centuries of
nonsedentary occupation all over Palestine
and survived the introduction of the common use of the potter's wheel during this
time.
Professor J. B. Pritchard has recently
argued that typologically the late Bronze
tradition in Palestine continues to the time
of the coming of the Philistines, at which
time there is an obvious cultural break.13
Such a contention is suspect on many
II

J. B. Pritchard, esp.

pp. 316-21.
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grounds. Such a statement contradicts the
views of a number of more experienced
archaeologists who emphasize a rather radical break at the end of the I.ate Bronze
era and a continuous development in
Iron I. Such a statement cannot be squared
with the fact that the Philistine painted
ware is basically the indigenous developing
cemmic tradition. But, much more cogently, such a statement is contmdicted by
the stratigmphic evidence, which, outside
the coastal cities and the Plain of Jezreel,
points so suongly ro the thoroughgoing
destruction of nearly all important cities
in the last half of the 13th century, also
by d1e conrrasting poor unfortified occupations that follow, plus the large number
of sites with new occupation or with occupation that followed centuries of abandonment. Even if Prirchard's analysis were
closely related to the evidence, any historical conclusions would have to subordinate
the typological to the stratigraphic evidence. Any argument about the coming
of the IsraeliteS or the conquest based on
such stylistic analysis would appear entirely
gratuirous.
What then is the typological situation?
First, the basic general typology is virtually
identical in the 13th a.nd 12th centuries
B. C. The craters characteristic of the earlier part of the late Bronze age had virtually gone out of use, and the basic shapes
and sizes of jars, jugs. juglets, bowls,
cooking pots, and lamps .remained the
same. ( This is true both for the transition
between late Bronze and Iron I and between the beginning of Iron I and Philistine.) The heavy, stepped and squared jar
rims in late Bronze have a clear change
in form to the co1lattd jar with rounded
rim in Iron I, though the basic form re-
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mains the same. The jar b:ises are :ilso
dearly distinguished, for the cupped L:ue
Bronze base gives way to the rounded
base in Iron I. The jug rims, trefoil or not,
have a regular development in which the
ridge ( there is also a simple type) moves
closer and closer to the rim. The juglets
dispby the same basic form, but the
pointed b:ise gives way to 11 rounded one.
The Bat pbtes with simple rims of the
Late Bronze age continue to be found in
Iron I. The Late Bronze cooking pots and
lamps follow a normal development, notably in the stance of the cooking pots and
only occasionally in the Bared rims of the
lamps.
Perhaps more important, but a subject
that has not been studied from this point
of view, is a distinguishable difference in
ware between the two periods. Both periods are characterized by very heavy vessels, but at times the only difference between the simple plates is that the Late
Bronze pieces have a cream to white ware,
sometimes with a greenish cast, and Iron I
plates have more color to the buff-brownorange range. This is true of the other
forms as well, including lamps, within my
limited range of observation. The levigation of the day may also well show
some fundamental differences between Late
Bronze and Iron I, for the Late Bronze
ware seems to be much more finely levisated. and many of the diverse particles
characteristic of Iron I ware do not seem
to oa:ur in the late Bronze ware. Many
of these differences suggest different kiln
traditiom.

These are observations of local ware.
&duding the c:outal and Jezreel wJley
lites, it seems that there is a virtual absence
of imported wares in the 12th in contrast

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol38/iss1/32

to d1e 13th century. By the 13th century,
many of the "imports" were aetually poor
loc:il imimrions, but even these seem to
dis:ippear in the 12th century.
All these differences between Late
Bronze and Iron I would certainly lead
to the conclusion that if it were a. choice
between a more mdical break between
Late Bronze and Iron I, or between the
beginning of Iron I and the Philistine em,
the former would be the choice by all odds,
for none of the differences in ware, levigation, and imported wares occurs in the
later tmnsition. In any case, though the
b:isic typology .remains the same, matte.rs
of ware suggest some kind of break such
as is made mo.re manifest in the stt11tigraphic evidence.

III.

THB HISTORICAL MEANING OF
SntATIGRAPHIC EVJDBNCB

ms

Two observations appear in order in
regard to his1orical meaning. First, historical meaning includes political, economic,
and culruml aspects. The above evidence
has been confined primarily to evidence
.relating to the political sphere. Culruml
objects have been ignored, although the
possibility of their shedding light on the
political situation has not been overlooked.
The second observation is that the bearers
of history are not simply people but historical groups, such as the Israelites, Philistines, and Canaanites. This observation
justifies the focus here on the political
sphere. Until the various stratified deposits of archaeological evidence can be
confidently attributed to a particular historical group, that evidence can have little
specific implication for interpreting economic and cultural history.
By itself, the archaeological evidence in-
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dicates that there came a point in the history of Palestine when there was a general
destruction of a historical group, which,
though declining, was still at a relatively
high cultural level An apparently new
historical group or groups entered Palestine in large numbers and in a short period
( outside of the Valley of Jeuecl) substituted a new culture characterized by
poorer architecture and Jack of fortified
communities. Characteristic of this new
group is n type of pottery termed Philistine.
It is to be noted, however, that in several
sites the lower-culrured group appeared
before the introduction of this pottery. In
addition to the Jack of fortification, the
frequent destruction levels in the stratification of this period indicate that it is one
of political turmoil.
Turning to the primary historical evidence, some light is shed on this evidence.
Through these records ( including, for example, the Mnrniptnh Stele, the Hieratic
Inscription of lachish, Egyptian materials
from Deir 'Alla, Beth-shan, and Megiddo,
and Egyptian historical documents) and
from archaeological evidence from Cyprus
and the Aegean it can be learned that two
historical groups were on the move in the
general period of this radical culrural
tines.
break: the Sea Peoples and the Israelites.
The Sea Peoples' origins can be traced to
Cyprus, where their pottery has been found,
Heurdey's
dated about 1225-1175 B.C., and from
there to coastal Turkey and the Aegean."
For their repulsion by the Egyptians and
1M J. Prignaud, "Caftorim et Kemim," R•
• • Bil,liq••• 71 (1964), pp. 21S-29. Cf. Albrishr, ArehMolon o/ P.J.s1i11•, pp. 114 f. A
swnmar, of
recent literature on die Sea
Peoples that is apparendJ una-re of Prignaud'1
work ii G. B. Wrishr. ''Prem BYiclence for me
Philistlae Sror,," Bil,liuJ A.""-olo,.n, 29
( 1966), pp. 70-78.

.,me
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their turning to the Palestinian coast, we
have the Papyrus Harris N and the Mcdinct
Hnbu inscriptions and reliefs. The question of whether this evidence will permit
distinguishing Philistine- and Israeliteinspired confingratioos is a matter of controversy. The negative view is refieacd by
Noth (see introductory remarks) and is also
expressed by Olga Tufnell in uehi.sh IV.•
Albright presses the evidence fun:hcr and
establishes the relationship between the
Philistines and Philistine pottery and then,
through the records of Ra.meses m at the
Medinet Habu temple and at Beth-shan,
sers an absolute dare of about 1170 for the
coming of the Philistines to the coast of
Palestine and suggesrs that their pottery
would firsr appear at Tell Beir Minim
about 1150 B.C.07

oa J. H. Breasrcd, A.,,,;.,,, Raeortls o/ B17p1
IV (Chiaiso, 1907), p. 201.
oo Taxi, pp. 36-38.
01 T allBail lifirsi• I, pp. 53-58. His arsuments for die usociation of the Phililbllel
and Philistine painted potter,
in part bued
on evidence of coo loaalized an o«urrence of
the painted tradition in the 1011th. The painted
ware hu subsequendJ been discovered in the
nonh at Megiddo, Dor, and 'AJfuleh (BA.SOR,
124, p. 23). These cliscoveries auuest that me
painted tradition is to be ■uoci■ted with me
Sea Peoples generallJ,
PhilispreciselJ
not
the
They also make ■oJ postulation of a Sea
Pc:ople invadins at thi1 time without 111ch a
porter, tradition less likelJ.
relation
For the
of this tradition with late
Mycenaean
potter,
sec
rcm:ub in QDA.P, 5, pp. 90 ff.
Evidence of Sea Peoples in Palcsdne in the latter
part of the 13th centur, B. C. i1 mountiDB, but
none of it poiars to an invuion of Palestine at
thi1 time. Some depreciation ■Ions me a,ut is
to be espeaed at a time when Sea Peoples were
sevcrelJ pressins Es,pt and Phoenicia, but mere
is no evidence of ■oJ kind for an inftlion of
inland Palestine d:ais e■rlJ. If meie ue Pbilisdne
shercb in Megiddo VII and if die Deir 'Alla
1ablea do reflect the praence of Sea People, dais
sugars amall peaceful infiltr■dna groups, DOC
clesuuaive inftden.
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Aside from the establishment of an absolute date (and from the Biblical literary
evidence), it seems that the very demonstration of a ph:ise of occupation between
the destruaion of the Late Bronze culture
and the establishment of the Philistine influence as evidenced by their pottery argues
for an Israelite occupation. To posit an invasion by a Sea People without their characteristic painted pottery seems unlikely,08
as docs its attribution to a C:in:iaoire group
in the light of such radical differences between the strata ( unless a "revolt of the
masses" is introduced). Since no pottery
tradition has been associated with the Israelites ( or with any other historical group
except the Sea Peoples), there is no objection to attributing this occupation to them,
especially in view of the reference of the
Marnipti.h Stele.
There have been three major objections
to this attribution. The first is Noth's
objeaion that there is not enough archacologial evidence of a dear nature to separate out such a precise phase as B, at
Tell Bcit Mirsim because of the poverty
and Jack of stratification in this period.
This point was at least partia.lly valid at
the time it was made." Now, however, a
wealth of archaeological evidence seems
to demonstrate dearly that all over Palestine there are tells that dearly have a characteristically poor occupation after the
massive destruction of the late Bronze
site and before the coming of the Philistines. Hazor is very dear on this point,
and Deir 'Alla, the most carefully excavated site yet dug in Palestine, provides
II Cf. a. 97.
.. Tbe primary mdence a>asisa:cl of twO
liJGI f.i:om 'Aia Sbems (a. 65) 1111d eisbt or
DiDe f.i:om Tell Beit Minim (n. 71). Cf. T•U
&ii Mirsi• I, pp. 58 ff.
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exactly the same evidence. Now there is
the possibility of similar evidence at Gezer
:ind .Ashdod.
The next objection, also made by Professor Noth, is that the "conquest" was
a peaceful invasion by small groups living
in isolated :ireas. The stratigraphic picture,
however, does not indicate a peaceful period; and if the pre-Philistine major destructions are not to be attributed to the
Israelites, to whom are they to be attributed? The cities destroyed in the last half
of the 13th (and perhaps the beginning of
the 12th) century, including the vast site
of Hazor, the resettled towns with new
patterns of occupation, the settlement of
many unoccupied sites - these can hardly
be disassociated and
to random
uibal movements. How is the destruction
of the Can:ianite fortress of L:ichish at
nearly the same time as that of Tell Beit
Mirsim C to be explained? The Philistines had not yet arrived on the scene.
The Marniptah Stele mentions retribution
against neighboring cities, but there is no
mention of lachish. A small tribe looking
for ubtmsrllNm would hardly have attempted to take so strong a fortress and
could h:irdly have succeeded. The most
satisfying expl:ioation of the problem of
the destruction of lachish, Hazor, and
other towns similarly destroyed is a concerted cJfort on the part of a sizable group
of Israelites.

a

A third objection maintains that one
docs not need a sizable group of Israelites
but that the coming of a. small group of
Israelites triggered a revolt of the villagers
and the oppressed urban population against
their Canaanite overlords. But the massive
destructions and the complete reorientations of fairly prosperous cities could hardly
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have resulted so consistently, I would expect, if the primary matter was the elimination of a few Canaanite overlords. The
employment of so many silos (not known
in the late Bronze age}, the new kind of
ceramic ware, the architeaural. poverty,
and the new occupations on so many sites
combine to suggest a social change that is
more than the result of social upheaval.
These things point to a large group of intruders. The "revolt of the masses" seems
to be a modern construct forced on ancient
traditions in opposition to the archaeological evidence.
last. but not least, the "conquest" by
a siz:ible group is refiected in the Biblical
record. It is hard ro see how this tradition
could have been invented in farer times,
which could be expected to expand traditions related ro the founding of the kingdom by David but hardly to have invented
a conquest narrative. This Biblical picture
may be suessed without pressing any of its
details. The
.is diverse,
but it is consistent in indicating a substantial conquest in a rather short period of
time. To deny the Joshua tribes the destruction of a sire such as Hazor, when there
is such a striking coincidence of literary
and archaeological evidence, would seem
to involve a highly questionable methodology.
It should be pointed out that this fact
should in no way prejudice the cue for
or against the methods used in developing
this reconstruction. They must stand or
fall on their own merits. In fairness. this
should be also observed in regard to Noth.
The impression given
in Albright's 100 and
refer
especially in Bright's aiticism of Noth is
that it StemS, at least in part, from a horror
100

MSOR, 74, p. 12.
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of nihilism regarding Biblical sources for
this period. That Bright asks, "Has Noth
succeeded in presenting a satisfying picture of the origins and early history of
Israel?" 101 seems out of place as he begins
a criticism of me1hotl. The end does not
justify or condemn the means. Persons not
acquainted with the evidence supporting
these Biblical traditions might easily raise
the charge of a new Fundamentalism; indeed Wright has been so charged by Johannes HempeJ.102
If rhe general picture from stratified evidence, dared and explicated by the primary
historical sources, .firs·well with the general
picture of the conquest in the Biblical traditions, how far can the Biblical materials
be used to further explicate the archaeological evidence? Cases in point from our
period are the matter of connecting the
series of destructions roward the middle
of the 11th century with the Philistine victory atliterary
Ebenezer,
linking the destrUCtion
stmrificarion
of Hazor to Joshua's nonhem campaign,
and relating the Shechem evidence to the
theory of "preconquest'' Hebrew peoples.
First, it must be admitted that to some
extent the dating of these destructions was
made in previous decades precisely in the
light of the Biblical connections. Yer.
101 J. Brigbr, &rly l-Z ;,. R~mr, Hislor,
Writilfl, ( london, U1'6) . pp. 83 ff. This seems
lcasr
in pan, from II common misiaro stem, at
reiprcmtioa of Noth. The fact rhat Noth mama.ins (u does the wrirer) rhat it is improper ro
speak of the history of lu•l before the formation of the amphictJOnic leque
does
nor of itself involve any judgmear abour the excent ro
which earlier rraditiom are bued on a historical
111bstrarum. Ia this l.isht ir might have been
preferable
thero
traditional
sequence:
break with
11ermiaolos,
and ro
ro
Canuaires, Joshua
tribes, Philistines.
102 In his .rniew of '\Vri&bt's Bil,liul .drUIMOlon in Z.usdJri/1 /llr ti;. J u . ~
w;,,.,,,el,,,/1, 70 (19,s). pp. 167-70.
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more recentevidence
and dear
seems
to vindicate the chronological precision thus secured. How far can the
method of treating the Biblical traditions
as reliable historical documents, in the
absence of evidence to the conunry, be
admitted by the archaeologist or the historian? This is basically a matter of judgment. If a aitical construaion derived
from maximal utilization of primary
historical documents and archaeological
evidence so closely corresponds to the
Biblical-historical tradition, would not a
failure to employ this principle be contra
scinli11m? On the other hand, we dare
not minimize the danger that this method
may tum into an assumption which, in
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dealing with either Biblical or archaeological material, may override systematic
and critical examination of the evidence.
The voice of the Alt school provides the
criticism that forces followers of Albright
to face seriously the possibility that they
have gone beyond the province of sound
judgment in their historical reconstruetions. Yet this writer tends to feel more
comfortable in the Albright tradition, if
this basically means constructing the most
detailed correlative hypothesis permitted
by the evidence, for such reconstructions
make possible the immediate synthesis of
new material, no matter to what extent it
transforms the hypothesis.
Jerusalem, Jordan
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